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Abstract
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most productive. We identify conditions for such a modernized economy to develop. First,
any labor policy must give workers enough bargaining power to have incentives to find the
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must be delegated to a social planner able to commit to the joint implementation of reforms
and transfers.
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Introduction

Since the beginning of the Great Depression, industrial policy has returned to the political1 and
academic2 agenda as a solution to lasting reductions in productivity and persistently high unemployment in many OECD countries. Discussions generally emphasize the importance of identifying the sectors which will accelerate growth (Rodrik, 2009; Aghion et al., 2015). Every country
seems to want to have a booming high-tech sector to replace an aging traditional industrial one.
Debates also highlight the need to better match industrial policy with labor reforms designed to
increase the incentives of workers to upgrade their skills and the scope for employers to make the
most of the skill mix available. However, the political risks associated with the transitional costs
of industrial and labor policy reforms as well as the role of social policies in this context are often
ignored.
In this paper, we claim that a better coordination with labor and social policies is necessary for
effective industrial policies. We first show that if labor policies do not allow workers to receive a
sufficiently high share of the production surplus, economic modernization will not arise without
further intervention. In practice, this is one of the potential roles for profit sharing rules.3 Second,
for a given level of bargaining power, the government has to be able to commit to a social policy
if the modernization of the economy is to be supported by a majority of voters. This could be
implemented by the adoption of a restructuring fund similar to those adopted to support the banking sector restructuring after 2008.4 Third, this social policy has to combine an active support to
the new sectors with transfers to the older workers losing from the modernization of the economy.
This requires an explicit effort to target the allocation of resources. To do this targeting well, the
information is usually relatively easily available. For instance, to identify the regions and sectors needing support, the European Commission produces detailed ex-ante regional and sectoral
profiles which are also used to assess the effectiveness of its policies ex post.
1 In
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its 2014 guidelines (“For a European Industrial Renaissance,” European Commission, Brussels, 22.1.2014) the
European Commission insists on the importance of a public policy favoring new sectors and innovations. Similarly the
US and Japan witness heated debates about building a more pro-active industrial policy and using public intervention to
favor some sectors of the economy (See for instance “The global revival of industrial policy”, The Economist, August,
5, 2010 or “Trump aims for an industrial policy that works for America;” Rana Foroohar, Financial Times, May 7,
2017.)
2 See for instance Hodler (2009), Cerqua and Pellegrini (2014), Alder et al. (2016), and Criscuolo et al. (2016)
3 In the industrial relation literature, profit sharing is often seen as a cost effective and flexible way for employers to
move to above market “efficiency wages” in order to attract and retain skilled labor or as a way to motivate workers to
work more diligently and effectively towards organizational goals (see Kruse et al., 2010 and Baghdadi et al., 2016).
4 In 2011, Germany adopted a Restructuring Fund, financed by the banking industry via an annual bank levy. Its
assets have been used to restructure and reorganize systemically important banks in difficulty. A similar fund (the Fund
for Orderly Bank Restructuring) was put in place as early as 2009 in Spain with a view to smooth the transition to a
restructured banking industry but with direct contributions from the public sector.
5 The European Social Fund created in 1957 by the European Union has been used to smooth a wide range of
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Our results are based on a model with two sectors, an old one and a new one. Production is
the result of an employer being matched with one or more workers. A majority of workers has
skills compatible with the old sector only, while a minority has the choice between being active in
the old or in the new sector, and is more productive in the latter. The minority worker has more
choice because she has only recently joined the labor market with the benefit of new skills acquired
through education or training. Firms choose to be active in the sector in which their expected profit
is higher. A worker of the minority type joins the new sector if she can expect to bargain a higher
wage there. For a given bargaining power, wages depends on two elements: the productivity of the
workers and the competition between firms in a sector. The more firms are present in a sector, the
more they compete for workers, and the higher wage a given worker receives.
As fewer workers have skills compatible with the new sector, those workers trade off a higher
productivity in this sector and a lower share of the surplus they generate. Workers’ bargaining
power must thus be high enough to motivate them to choose the sector in which they are the
more productive. Firms choose in which sector to be active. For a given bargaining power, they
are unambiguously better off by offering a more diverse production, as long as workers choose
the sector in which they are the most productive. However, if workers’ bargaining power is too
low, firms won’t invest in the new sector, because they don’t expect enough workers with the
corresponding skills to join this sector. We show that insufficient bargaining power for workers
may lead to an equilibrium in which no sectoral diversity is offered, while there exists a bargaining
power such that all workers and firms would be better off.
As identifying policies modifying bargaining power is both a complex and politically sensitive
issue, we turn to the electoral system to see how a democratically chosen industrial policy can help
solving the inefficiencies identified in the basic model, for a given bargaining power. As before,
workers and firms decide in which sector to be active. However, before that, voters simultaneously
choose with a majority rule an industrial policy and the size of government. The industrial policy
consists in sector-specific corporate taxes or subsidies. The size of government corresponds to a
level of public good to be financed through tax. Without social policy, we constrain this tax to be
linear and independent of the type of worker. We find that the political equilibrium may actually
lead to a lower aggregate surplus than without public intervention. As workers of the majority have
the most to lose from a diverse production structure, they are likely to protect the old sector, even
if it means having to subsidize the younger workers through taxes and the provision of a public
transitional costs resulting from the decision to stimulate economic and political convergence. Since 2007, its focus
has been on human capital enhancement. The success rate of its intervention has been however been less than 50%,
illustrating how difficult the implementation and effective targeting of social policies can be in practice (ICF, 2015).
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good. The industrial policy determined by an electoral system decreases the size of the new sector
and - unless the public good is valued a lot and the increase in the aggregate wages in a diverse
equilibrium is high enough - often totally impedes its emergence.
We then consider the impact of interpersonal transfers as a way of increasing the political
support for welfare enhancing policies. A key assumption is that the result of the vote is a commitment to implementing the joint social and industrial policy for a given bargaining power. In
particular, the industrial policy cannot be reverted by a subsequent vote. We find that in a number
of cases a social policy transferring wealth to the older workers, in exchange for their support to
the new industry, can be implemented. If transfers are also possible between firms and workers, a
democratic process always implements the highest possible aggregate output.

Related literature
The idea that the bargaining power of workers determines the quality of the matching on the labor
market and that giving more incentives for workers to find the best jobs may lead to the creation of better jobs comes back to at least Albrecht and Axell (1984). The point that increasing
the minimum wage, unemployment benefits or workers’ outside option may increase the quality of
jobs by inducing workers to search has been made by Marimon and Zilibotti (1999) and Acemoglu
(2001). In related models, Shimer and Smith (2001) and Wilemme (2017) suggest that some workers should be subsidized and others taxed to find the job that corresponds the best to their skills.
While we do not explicitly model the search process, the logic behind our workers’ incentives is
similar. The difference between our approach and those models is that we consider investments on
the firms’ side, so that the better jobs can actually lead to higher aggregate productivity.
Our results are indeed driven by the investment decisions of firms: too high a bargaining
power for firms deters them from making the right investment. This idea contrasts with the classic
holdup problem where a high bargaining power for workers deters the employers to invest enough
and therefore leads to suboptimal productivity (Acemoglu and Shimer, 1999). The intuition behind the benefits from higher bargaining power for workers is reminiscent of Farrell and Gibbons
(1995), who show that buyers are willing to better communicate their preferences to sellers if their
bargaining power is sufficiently high. Our results also relate to another ex ante investment problem
documented by Gall et al. (2006), where limits in the allocation of surplus within firms may either
hinder the investment in human capital from workers, or generate a mis-allocation of employers to
employees.
We are interested in the failure of the market to supply the right diversity of jobs. To clearly
4

identify this relationship, we rule out the possibility of a general scarcity of jobs and therefore
assume firms are able to hire several workers with constant returns to scale. In that sense, our
model is very close to Albrecht and Axell (1984). By contrast, the assumption of a limited capacity
of firms to hire is key to understanding many of the important results in search theory (Hosios,
1990; Mortensen and Pissarides, 1994, 1999), where there exists a trade-off between the resources
used to advertise jobs (too many vacancies) and the costs of leaving workers unemployed (not
enough vacancies).
We focus our attention on the horizontal part of skills differentiation: to make each worker be
employed where she is the most efficient. The importance of this horizontal component has been
documented by Papageorgiou (2014), who shows that for a representative sample of the US population, the data “favors the model of comparative advantage as opposed to the one-dimensional
model of ability, which is most often used in the literature” (p.2). Previous research also insisted
on the importance of horizontal matching between the skills of workers and the needs of firms
(Helsley and Strange, 1990; Hamilton et al., 2000; Brueckner et al., 2002; Castanheira and Siotis,
2004). In our setting, an important constraint for employers is that, by choosing a sector, they have
to make an ex ante (costless) investment that restrains their hiring possibilities. Our definition of
a mismatch therefore corresponds to a worker employed in a sector in which she is not the most
productive. This contrasts with recent attempts to identify mismatched workers as searching in a
sector with an insufficient number of jobs (Şahin et al., 2014). In our setting, if all workers search
for the same type of jobs and are immediately employed, they may still be mismatched.
We see our model of industrial policy as a complement to Aghion et al. (2015). They show
that the role of industrial policy should be to motivate firms to be active in the same “high growth”
sector, and therefore innovate “vertically” through competition. The idea is that supporting innovation of firms in different sectors would give each of those firms too high a market power. In our
framework, it is also the existence of a too high market power of firms - but this time on workers
- that can hinder the development of a more efficient production structure. Hence, an efficient
industrial policy corresponds to inducing more firms to join the “high growth” sector, in order for
them to compete more for workers and make them join this sector. Our approach also relates to
Arkolakis (2016), in which firms have to pay a “penetration cost” to reach customers. In our setup,
the difficulty for firms is to be able to attract the right workers.
Our model also relates to the idea that lobbies can create political barriers that slow down innovation, as empirically shown by Comin and Hobijn (2009). The idea that in a political process a
majority of incumbents may block an innovation that increases aggregate welfare has been devel-
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oped by Krusell and Rios-Rull (1996). In their model with dynamic production, voting and skills
training, the government has two choices: to block innovations or not to regulate at all. In their
conclusion, the authors note that a combination of pro-innovation policy together with as compensation to the agents who lose might attract a majority of voters. We claim to provide conditions for
such compensations to be implemented, as well as a rationale for why they are not often observed
in practice: the need for a joint commitment on social and industrial policy. Saint-Paul (2002)
shows that a majority of workers could politically block job creating labor market reforms, as
workers in older industries face a tradeoff between the duration of employment and job creation.
A related tradeoff is studied by Decreuse and Van Ypersele (2011), who study the interaction of
rigidities in the labor and in the housing market.

2

The basic model

The economy is composed of two groups. The first group is a continuum of mass 1 of workers,
with an exogenous share α of type a and 1 − α of type b. We assume a strict majority of workers
are of type a, α ∈ ( 12 , 1). The share of workers of each type is common knowledge and the types are
perfectly observable. The second group is composed of M identical employers, who endogenously
decide to offer jobs in sector A or B at no cost. The resulting number of employers in each sector
are mA , mB , with mA + mB = M. An employer can be matched with more than one worker, but a
worker can only work for one employer. We assume constant returns to scale, and workers and
firms active in a small open economy not influencing the world prices by its production structure.

2.1

Matching surplus

The surplus generated by a worker of type θ ∈ {a, b} in sector χ ∈ {A, B} is denoted by σθ χ . A
worker of type a is only able to work in the “old” sector A, in which she generates a surplus equal
to σaA > 0, while σaB = 0. A worker of type b can work in both sectors, and generates a surplus
in the “new” sector B strictly higher than the one she generates in sector A, σbB > σbA > 0. This
aims at representing a majority of workers with older qualifications, already trained for specific
jobs (type a), and workers arriving on the market, who can choose to train either for an old sector
A or an innovative sector B, but not for both.
A worker i entering a given sector χ is randomly matched with a firm j active in this sector. She
then bargains a wage with the firm j, with bargaining power β ∈ (0, 1), and can threaten to work
for another firm also active in sector χ. A key assumption of the model is that the specialization of
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a worker is a commitment: a worker of type b choosing sector B is only productive in this sector,
and cannot threaten to move back to sector A. The minimum number of employers active in a
sector for a strictly positive wage to be paid is thus 2, as else the worker would have no outside
option.
Within a sector, firms are differentiated, so that there is a cost s(mχ ) to be matched with another
firm in the sector, with s > 0, s0 < 0 and s00 > 0. We see three main drivers to such differentiation.
The first one is geographical differentiation: the more firms are active in a sector, the smaller the
travel cost to work to the second nearest firm. The second is horizontal differentiation within a
given sector. Workers may have some preferences for a type of job. Finally, employers provide human capital to workers, and part of this human capital is firm-specific (see for instance Acemoglu
and Pischke, 1999 and Silos and Smith, 2015). Only part of the production value can thus be taken
to the next firm. We show in the Appendix how two standard models of monopolistic competition
(a Salop circle and a sequential search model) give a micro-foundation for the function s(mχ ).

2.2

The worker problem

Within each sector, we focus on firms offering identical wages to identical workers. Consider a
symmetric wage wθ χ for a worker of type θ ∈ {a, b} in sector χ ∈ {A, B}. The worker could get
the same wage in another firm, but has to bear an expected cost s(mχ ), so that her outside option
is equal to wθ χ − s(mχ ). She can thus bargain a wage equal to this outside option plus a share of
the difference between her productivity and her outside option,

wθ χ = wθ χ − s(mχ ) + β (σθ χ − wθ χ + s(mχ )),
so that at the symmetric equilibrium,
wθ χ = σθ χ −

1−β
s(mχ ).
β

(1)

For a worker of type a, there is no other strategic decision than wage bargaining. Additionally,
a worker i of type b must decide in which sector to be active. This decision δi (mA , mB ) ∈ {A, B} is
a mapping from the number of firms active in each sector mA , mB to a choice of sector j ∈ {A, B}.
We denote by δ the vector of all the sectors chosen by individuals of type b.
Denote by λ =

1−β
β

the relative bargaining power of the firms with respect to the one of the

workers. For a given number of employers active in each sector, it is possible to determine whether
workers are active in one or both sectors. Sector j is a best response for a worker of type b if it is
7

the sector that brings the highest wage δ = arg maxδ̂ ∈{A,B} wbδ̂ (mδ̂ ).
Lemma 1 If enough firms are active in the new sector B, σbB − σbA > λ (s(mB ) − s(mA )), each
worker is employed where she is the most productive.
The formal proof is in Appendix. This condition states that a worker of type b chooses her
best sector if and only if the gain in productivity is sufficiently high to compensate for the loss in
the wage she can bargain because of the higher market power for the firm. Hence, the more firms
are active in sector B, the more a worker of type b is willing to join this sector.
Two of our assumptions are crucial to this result. First, we assume that once a worker has
chosen sector B, she cannot move back to sector A. What we need for our results to hold is that it
is sufficiently more costly to switch sectors than to switch employer within a sector. If these costs
were similar, a worker of type b would never receive a lower wage in sector B than in sector A,
if working in sector A is the outside option. We believe that this assumption is however in line
with the idea that there is a cost to specialization and that part of the human capital is not only
job-specific but sector-specific. Second, we assume constant returns in both sectors. If the first
unit produced in sector B were much more valuable than the subsequent ones, it would be easier
to attract workers in this sector.

2.3

The employer problem

The M employers simultaneously choose in which sector to be active. An employer’s strategy
µ ∈ {A, B} is a mapping from the best response of workers of type b, δ (mA , mB ), and the number
of firms active in each sector mA , mB to a sector A or B.
If workers choose the sector in which they are the more productive, δi = B for all worker of
type b, that we denote by abuse of notation δ = b, a firm active in sector A makes an expected
profit equal to
πA,δ =B =

α
λ s(mA ),
mA

and similarly an employer active in sector B makes an expected profit πB,δ =B =

(2)
1−α
mB λ s(mB ).

Hence, profit in sector A increases with the share of workers of type a, α, with the relative bargaining power of employers λ , and decreases with the number of employers in sector A.
For a given vector of workers’ decisions δ , it is possible to characterize the solution to the
employer problem by letting firms choose to be active in the sector that gives them the higher
expected profit.
8

Lemma 2 If all workers are active in the sector in which they are the more productive (δ = B), the
share of firms active in the old sector A is comprised between 1/2 and the share of the population
of type a, α, so that mA (δ = B) ∈ (M/2, αM).
The formal proof is in the Appendix. There is always a strict majority of firms active in the old
sector A. The reason is that, if the number of employers is equal in both sectors, the market power
of employers in both sectors is also equal, so that the profit per worker is equal. As there are more
workers in sector A, the profit is higher in this sector and it is a best response for a employer active
in sector B to switch to sector A. The proportion of firms in sector A remains in equilibrium lower
than the share of workers of type a in the population. If a share

mA
M

= α > 1/2 of the employers

are active in sector A, the market power of employers is lower in this sector, so that the profit per
worker is higher in sector B. As there are as many workers per firm in both sector, the profit is
higher in sector B and more employers join this sector. Hence, the equilibrium number of firms in
sector A is strictly comprised between

M
2

and αM.

If all firms make identical expected profit and workers of type b work in sector B, the expected
profit of employers is equal to πδ∗=B =

αλ s(mA (δ =B))+(1−α)λ s(M−mA (δ =B))
.
M

If all workers choose to

go to sector A, δ = A, the expected profit of an employer is equal to πδ∗=A = λ s(M)
M . For a given
λ , this profit is lower than when workers go to their best sector. Indeed, by being all active in the
same sector, firms have a lower market power. This is the reason why firms benefit from sectoral
diversity: it increases their market power, so that they can pay a worker less than its marginal
productivity.

3

Equilibrium without industrial policy

A Nash equilibrium is a situation in which, for each employer, the profit π is the maximum that
can be obtained given the decision of other employers and of the workers,
j = arg max π jˆ(mA , mB , δ )
jˆ∈{A,B}

(3)

and for all workers of type b the sector is the one that maximizes their expected wage given the
number of firms active in each sector
δi = arg max wbδ̂ (mδ̂ ).
δ̂ ∈{A,B}
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(4)

It is easy to see that the game suffers a potential coordination problem on the employers’ side. If
all firms are active in sector A only, it remains an equilibrium to do so. Indeed, it is a best response
for all workers of type b to choose sector A. It is thus a best response for firms not to be active
in sector B. However, all firms are better off if a share mB (δ = B) = M − mA (δ = B) switches to
sector B and workers of type b choose to work in this sector.
For this reason, we allow firms to coordinate on an equilibrium that is Pareto-dominant for
them. This allows us to fully characterize the equilibrium.
Proposition 1 If the relative bargaining power of employers is sufficiently low, λ < λ s (mB (δ =
B)), there are jobs offered in both sectors, and workers of type b work in the new sector B. Else,
all active firms are in the old sector A.
The formal proof is in Appendix. This proposition constitutes the driving force behind all our
results. Because a worker has to choose a sector, a worker of the minority type b only enters her
best sector B if the expected wage in this sector is high enough. As fewer firms are active in sector
B than A in a diverse equilibrium, it is only the case if workers’ bargaining power is sufficiently
high. Firms only offer jobs in both sectors if they expect workers to work in both sectors, this is
if λ is sufficiently low. We illustrate the equilibrium share of firms in sector B on Figure 11 (in
appendix). Up to λ s , the share of firms active in sector A is the solution to mA (δ = B) found it
lemma 2. For λ > λ s , firms are active in sector A only and mA = M,

m∗A =



mA (δ = B) if λ ≤ λ s ,

M

if λ >

(5)

λ s.

A perhaps surprising consequence of Proposition 1 is that an increase in workers’ bargaining
power could in some case be Pareto improving. We provide the proof and conditions for this to be
the case in Appendix B. Whether reaching a collective agreement over a variable such as bargaining power is feasible in practice is however dubious. How does a policymaker exactly determine
bargaining power, and how such a commitment can be made possible in a democracy are difficult
questions. However, this simple model already allows us to make the following observation: in a
world where governments often think that more flexible labor, in particular for younger workers,
is part of the solution to a sustained growth, we show that such policies may actually go in the
wrong direction. A highly productive economy needs to have high sectoral diversity. And this
diversity increases costs for workers: those need to adapt their skill set to the new sectors. Unless
they anticipate they can bargain high enough rents in new sectors, they won’t incur these costs.
10

The bargaining power is very different from a minimum wage or the level of firing costs. It is
an exogenous parameter, constant for all matches. Hence, for a given disagreement point, a higher
bargaining power increases the link between wages and productivity. For instance, in our model,
introducing a minimum wage w̄ would not give incentives to workers of type b to move to sector
b, quite the contrary as if workers of type b end up being paid the minimum wage in sector A, it
means that w̄ > σbA − λ s(mA (δ = B)). The condition for workers to go to their most productive
sector therefore becomes λ <

σbB −w̄
s(mB (δ =B)) .

For a given mA (δ = B), the condition is more restrictive.

However, a minimum wage makes being active in a sector where it is binding less attractive to
firms, so that mB (δ = B) increases with w̄, making the overall effect ambiguous.
We adopt in the next sections a political economy approach to model a more realistic way
through which sectoral diversity can be achieved: industrial policy. We first study industrial policy
in a world in which no direct transfers are possible among agents, but voters select a level of
taxation that fund a public good. We then allow for different types of transfers.

4

Voting on industrial policy

We now take the bargaining power of workers β as given, and discuss a more general framework
in which tax rates and industrial policy are the result of a majority rule.
To do so, we add an initial stage to the game. In this initial stage, two political parties l and
r offer a policy Ψ j = {τ, fA , fB }, j ∈ {l, r} were τ is a linear tax rate on workers’ income and fA
and fB correspond to the industrial policy. The latter is modeled as sector-specific corporate taxes
and subsidies – whether a firm active in a given sector i ∈ {A, B} is taxed ( fi < 0) or subsidized
( fi > 0). In this section, we assume that there is no direct way to transfer wealth among workers,
other than a proportional tax, common to all types of workers. The revenue of the personal income
tax is used to finance the government, that we model as a level of investment in a public good. We
also assume that industrial policy must be self-financed, so that firms can only be subsidized to the
extent that the money comes from taxing the other sector. Both assumptions are meant to avoid
the trivial result of tyranny of the majority, in which a majority of voters would tax the others their
entire surplus as well as all the firms. In subsequent sections, we partly relax those assumptions
by allowing for transfers if and only if they are unanimously accepted. The idea is then again that
political parties make proposals involving transfers that can only be accepted if supported by all
workers and firms.

11

The precise timing is as follows:
1. Two parties offer a policy platform {τ, fA , fB , }.
2. Voters elect their preferred platform using a simple majority rule, ties are broken randomly.
3. Firms choose in which sector to be active and workers choose in which sector to work (as in
Section 2).
The objective function of a party is to maximize its probability of being elected. The objective
function of workers is to vote for the party that gives them the higher expected utility, given
the expected equilibrium of the subgame studied in the above sections. Hence, as workers with
older qualifications a constitute a strict majority, it follows directly that both parties offer identical
platforms in equilibrium, corresponding to maximizing the expected utility of the median voter, of
type a.
Industrial policy modifies the choice of firms as defined in section 2.3. For any industrial policy
f = { fA , fB }, the value of mA ( f , δ = B) if workers choose their most productive sector solves
1−α
α
λ s(M − mA ) + fB =
λ s(mA ) + fA .
M − mA
mA

(6)

The left-hand side of (6) is the expected profit of a firm active in sector B. This profit increases in
the number of workers of type b and in employers’ relative bargaining power λ . It also decreases
in the number of firms active in sector B, mB = M − mA . First, because the employers’ share of the
production has to be divided among more firms. Second, because the employers’ share decreases
when the sector is more competitive. Similarly, right-hand side of (6) is the expected profit of a
firm active in sector A.
As in the case without industrial policy, workers are active in their most productive sector if
the benefits from higher productivity of workers of type b in sector B more than compensate their
lower market power in this sector:
s(mA ) − s(M − mA ) <

σbB − σbA
.
λ

(7)

A first observation is that it is always possible in theory to design a self-financing industrial
policy such that workers are active in their most productive sector.
mB
Lemma 3 There exists an industrial policy f˜B , under the constraint fA = − m
fB , such that for
A

all fB > f˜B , workers are active in both sectors, and for all fB < f˜B firms are only active in the
12

old sector A. Such a f˜B is equivalent to a minimum number of firms active in sector B, m̃B . For
all mB ≥ m̃B , there exists an industrial policy fB (mB ) that leads to the desired number of firms in
sector B. There is no industrial policy that leads to mB ∈ (0, m̃B ).
The formal proof is in the Appendix. The above result implies that any number of firms in
sector B such that workers of type b choose their most productive sector can be reached using
industrial policy. It is also always possible to induce an equilibrium in which all firms are active in
sector A. The only thing that is not possible is to induce a strictly positive number of firms in sector
B that is not high enough for workers of type b to take a job in this sector. This lemma directly
stems from (6) and (7). By identifying the minimum number of firms active in sector B so that
workers of type b choose this sector, the corresponding industrial policy mechanically follows.
The value of m̃B can be either higher or lower than the equilibrium value without industrial policy,
but is never higher if this equilibrium value is strictly higher than zero. If firms are active in
sector A only without industrial policy (λ > λ s ), m̃B is higher than the equilibrium value of zero.
However, for all values of λ ≤ λ s , m̃B ≤ mB (δ = B), the market provides more firms in sector B
than what is necessary for workers of type b to work in their best sector.
Define the utility function of a worker of type i ∈ {a, b}, quasi-linear in her wealth and increasing in a level of public good G, as
ui = wi − T + v(G),

(8)

with T the total tax paid, and v(G), with v0 > 0, v00 < 0 the utility from the public good. Using the
constraint that tax is linear and goes directly into the public good, (8) rewrites as
ui = (1 − τ)wi + v (τ(αwa + (1 − α)wB )) ,

(9)

where wa and wb denote the equilibrium wage of workers of each type, a function of sectoral
diversity. As a majority of workers are of type a, the median voter is of this type. Hence, the
chosen tax rate always corresponds to the preferences of a worker of type a. It solves
τ ∗ = v0−1 (

wa
1
)
.
αwa + (1 − α)wb αwa + (1 − α)wb

(10)

From the above, we see that the sign of the relationship between τ ∗ and sectoral diversity is
ambiguous. Two effects determine the tax level.
First, if there is sectoral diversity, the wage structure is more compressed: the difference be13

tween the wage of workers of type a and b is smaller. The wage differential when all firms are
active in sector A corresponds to the difference in productivity. When firms are active in both
sectors, this difference is lower (and possibly negative), but there is a difference in the market
power of workers in both sectors. With firms active in both sectors, workers of type a receive
wa = waA = σaA − λ s(mA ) and workers of type b wb = wbB = σbB − λ s(M − mA ). With firms
active in sector A only, workers of type a receive wa = waA = σaA − λ s(M) and workers of type
b wb = wbA = σbA − λ s(M). The wage structure when firms are active in both sectors is more
compressed if σbB − σbA > λ (s(M − mA ) − s(mA )), which is exactly the condition for δ = B to be
the best response of workers of the minority type b (see Lemma 1). The more compressed wage
structure with two active sectors leads to a higher tax rate, because for each monetary unit gathered
through taxation, a higher share comes from workers of type b, something that benefits the median
voter (of type a).
Second, if the total wages are higher with firms active in both sectors, this implies that that the
tax base is larger. As the marginal benefit from the public good is decreasing, it is possible that
the median voter prefers a lower tax rate with firms active in both sectors than with sector A only
- which still provides her with a higher level of public good.
Of the determinants of the wages wa and wb , the only endogenous parameter is mB , with
mA = M − mB . Thus, the tax rate that maximizes the utility of a worker of type a can be expressed
as τ ∗ (mB ). The utility of a worker of type a choosing the tax level that maximize her utility
can therefore be expressed as u∗a (mB ), where mB determines both the industrial policy fB (mB ),
∗
B
fA = − m
mA f B (m̄B ) and τ (mB ). It is thus possible to characterize the political equilibrium.

Lemma 4 Denote by fB (mB ) the industrial policy that leads to mB ≥ m̃B . Denote by m̄B the value
of mB ≥ m̃B that (locally) maximizes the utility of a worker of type a, with a tax rate τ ∗ (m̄B ) as
defined in (10). The political equilibrium ψ = {τ, fA , fB } is given by:

ψ=



{τ ∗ (m̄B ), − mB fB (m̄B ), fB (m̄B )}
mA

if u∗a (m̄B ) ≥ u∗a (0),

(11)


{τ ∗ (0), 0, f (m̃ ) − ε}, with ε > 0 if u∗ (m̄ ) < u∗ (0).
B
B
B
a
a
The formal proof is in the Appendix. As there is a majority of voters of type a, the political
equilibrium corresponds to the preferences of these workers. The majority type compares two
options. The first one is the absence of sectoral diversity, which can be enforced by making sure
that not enough firms would enter sector B ( fB = fb (m̃B ) − ε, with ε > 0) so that mB > 0 is not
an equilibrium. In that case, the tax rate is τ ∗ (0). The second is a diverse production structure.
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In that case, there exists a local maximum of a’s utility, that is reached with a number of firms
m̄B in sector B: conditional on firms being active in both sectors, this is the number of firm that
maximizes a worker of type a’s utility choosing the (locally) optimal tax rate τ ∗ (m̄B ). The political
equilibrium is thus the policy ψ that maximizes the utility of workers of type a: either firms active
in sector A only or a number of firms m̄B in sector B.
Proposition 2 The political equilibrium has the following properties:
1. Voters choose an industrial policy that favors sector A, so that the new sector B does not
develop, unless there exists a number of firms mB ≥ m̃B in sector B such that the sum of all
workers wages is higher with two active sectors than with sector A only, and workers value
the consumption of the public good sufficiently.
2. In the particular cases of linear random sequential search and of linear transportation costs
in a Salop model, voters always choose fewer firms in sector B than in a market without
public intervention.
The formal proof is in Appendix. For voters to support the new sector, it must be the case that
the sum the wages of workers of all types is higher when firms are active in both sectors than when
they are active in sector A only. Else, an industrial policy that allows for a sector B to be active
would always be rejected as such a policy gives the median voter both a lower wage and a lower
tax base.
The sum of all wages is not a binary value, depending on whether firms and workers are active
in both sectors or not. It depends both on the (binary) total productivity and on the (continuous)
share of the production retained by workers in each sector. Indeed, the number of firms active in
sector B - when it is comprised between the minimum for sectoral diversity to be an equilibrium
m̃B and M/2 - modifies both the wage distribution and the aggregate wages. If there exists at least
one value of mB ≥ m̃B such that having firms active in both sectors increases aggregate wages,
then there is a trade-off for the median voter. On the one hand, she receives a lower wage. On
the other hand, the tax base is larger, so that there can be a higher production of public good for
a similar tax rate. A necessary - but not sufficient - condition for the median voter to accept a
lower salary is that the second effect dominates. If this effect is sufficiently large, and the median
voter values sufficiently the production of the public good, she may accept some sectoral diversity
even if it decreases her own wage. In this section, the production of the public good through a
linear personal income tax is the only way to transfer resources, as direct interpersonal transfers or transfers from firms - are not allowed.
15
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To see this, consider the illustration on Figures 1-4. The parameters chosen for this example
are such that, without industrial policy ( fB = 0), firms are active in both sectors (δ = B). The
equilibrium share without industrial policy

mB (δ =B)
M

(corresponding to the results in section 3) is

depicted on all figures as m∗B , and represents around 45% of the firms, while workers of type b are
40% of the population. The minimum share of firms for workers of type b to choose sector B,

m̃B
M

is however much lower, around 24%. Figure 1 represents the utility of a majority worker for given
shares of firms in the minority sector B. The part to the left of

m˜B
M

represents the case with firms in

sector A only (only mB = 0 constitutes an equilibrium), while the part to the right of

m˜B
M

represent

cases where an equilibrium with sectoral diversity exists. Conditional on mB ≥ m˜B , there exists
a number of firms in sector B that constitutes a local maximum for the workers of the majority
denoted by m̄B . In this case however, we see that workers of the majority type are always strictly
better off without sectoral diversity, as ua (0) > ua (m̄B ).
Hence, the political equilibrium is to set fB < f˜B < 0, sufficiently small for no firm to be active
in sector B, and all workers to stay in sector A. We see on Figure 2 that by doing so, workers
of type a constrain the surplus of workers of type b to be lower than if firms are active in both
sectors. We also see on Figure 3 that having firms active in both sectors would lead to a higher
taxation rate, because workers of type a would share the burden with workers of type b. Figure
4 shows that, because of these two effects, there are values of mB such that aggregate wages W
and aggregate utility U are higher when firms are active in both sectors. The first condition of
Proposition 2 (higher aggregate wages) is thus fulfilled, but not the second one. The taste for the
public good is not strong enough for the higher aggregate wages of workers to translate into a
political equilibrium. The political equilibrium is such that an economy that would have a diverse
production structure without industrial policy remains non-diversified. A majority of workers
prefers to support the old industry, at the cost of a lower production of the public good and lower
aggregate wages, because they cannot get a sufficiently high share of the newly created wealth. It
is possible to show that, by increasing the taste for the public good, v(g), the political equilibrium
could switch to a strictly positive share of firms in sector B.
With higher valuation for the public good, it is also in theory possible that the share of firms
in sector B that maximizes the utility of workers of type a is higher than without industrial policy,
√
m̄B > m∗B . To see this, consider a valuation for the public good v(G) = g G as in the examples,
but with g → ∞. In this case, the only element a worker cares about is the public good, so that
τ ∗ (mB ) → 1, ∀mB . It is therefore straightforward that the utility maximizing share of firms in
sector B is the one that maximizes the aggregate wages, which can in theory be higher than
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m∗B
M.

In the special cases of linear random sequential search and linear transportation costs on a Salop
circle however, it is possible to show (see proof of Proposition 2) that

m∗B
M

is precisely the value that

maximizes aggregate wages when there is sectoral diversity. Hence, even in the most extreme case
where workers care only about the public good, they never choose more firms in sector B than in
the market equilibrium without public intervention.
Our assumption of linear returns in both sectors is an important driver of the result of a majority
of workers opposing the presence of two active sectors. If workers of type a would suffer from the
competition of workers of type b in sector A - for instance through lower marginal productivity they would have more incentives to support the existence of a sector B. While decreasing returns
and competition for jobs are certainly important in practice, what we need for our results is that
workers of the majority type have more to lose from the decrease in the number of employers in
their sector than from the lower demand for jobs in this sector.

5

Industrial policy with monetary transfers among workers

Consider now the possibility of monetary transfers among workers. The question of how such
transfers are possible is complex, as it involves strong commitment from a social planner. One
way of doing so is to consider an external player, acting like the head of a household in Bergstrom
(1989) offering a transfer between workers of a certain types and an industrial policy, to be implemented under unanimity rule only, before the choice of linear taxation is made by the median
voter. We make the following assumption on the objective function of such a head of the household: she must offer a deal that is Pareto efficient given the expected equilibrium tax rate and
production structure in the subsequent subgame. As the head of the household can offer any interpersonal transfer and utility is quasi-linear in money, the only Pareto-efficient policy is the one
that maximizes aggregate utility.
The initial choice of a joint social and industrial policy needs to be a credible commitment,
as letting the median voter change the industrial policy after the fact would make the equilibrium
we study in this section disappear. For a given industrial policy, we let tax rates be chosen by
the median voter as before. Letting the tax rate be the result of a political consensus would even
slightly increase the range of political possibilities, as it would allow for higher total wages. We
however focus here on the possibility to commit on industrial policy and interpersonal transfers
only.
We denote the social policy by t = {ta ,tb }, with αta = (1 − α)tb and ti the (possibly negative)
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monetary transfer received by a worker of type i ∈ {a, b}.
The modified timing is as follows:
1. The social planner offers a social and industrial policy {t, fA , fB }
2. If all workers accept the offer, the policy is implemented. Else, workers play the game
described in Section 4
3. Two parties offer a policy platform τ.
4. Voters elect their preferred platform using a simple majority rule, ties are broken randomly.
5. Firms choose in which sector to be active and workers choose in which sector to work.
Proposition 3 When unanimous transfers are possible between workers and there exists a value
of mB such that the aggregate worker utility is higher with two active sectors than than with sector
A only, voters choose an industrial policy that favors sectoral diversity. Else, they favour a unique
sector A.
The formal proof is in Appendix. There are two differences between the constraints described
here and those presented in proposition 2. First, what determines the feasibility of a political equilibrium with sectoral diversity is not anymore the aggregate wages, but the aggregate utility. As
can be seen in Figure 4, the two are not identical: the range of values of mB such that aggregate
utility is higher with firms active in both sectors is (slightly) larger than the range for which aggregate wages are higher because of the existence of a public good. This difference increases when
the valuation of the public good increases. The second difference is that the constraint that all
transfers happen via the production of public goods disappears. This means that, in the example
we present on Figures 1-4, the political equilibrium is not mB = 0 anymore, but mcB , slightly above
mB (δ = B) (see Figure 4). A crucial assumption stemming from our chosen timing is that there is
a joint commitment to the social and industrial policy. Without such commitment, in a democracy,
the median voter always prefers an industrial policy favoring sector A for a given level of transfer.
In this example, the “social policy” solves the problem of the impossibility to have firms active
in both sectors in a political equilibrium. Moreover, it leads to more sectoral diversity than the
market equilibrium without industrial policy. Indeed, mcB > mB (δ = B), where mB (δ = B) is
both the equilibrium with fB = 0 and the value that maximizes aggregate wages. Thus, in the
equilibrium with transfers, fB > 0, and the majority of voters of type a is willing to subsidize firms
in sector B, because they get compensated to do so, and the production of public good is more
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efficient when the tax base is broader. This is not always true. On Figures 6-9 (in appendix) we
show a variant of the example on Figures 1-4, with a higher relative bargaining power for firms
λ and a higher share of majority workers α. In that case, even if the aggregate surplus is always
higher with firms active in both sectors, there is no social policy that leads to it. The reason is that
most of the benefits from sectoral diversity go to firms, so that the aggregate wages are always
higher when all firms are active in sector A.
The transfers ta and tb considered here are pure interpersonal transfers, and neither depend on
the sector in which workers are employed nor on the actual wage perceived by workers. It is thus
different from considering distinct linear tax rates for different types of workers τa , τb or different
tax rates in different sectors τA , τB . It is also important to note that the transfer we consider here
requires the type of workers to be verifiable. Had workers to self-select into a category, transfers
would be conditional upon truthful reporting of workers types. For instance, offering different tax
rates in the two sectors (τA < τB ) would not only affect the distribution of wealth among workers,
but it would also affect incentives: m̃B would become higher as a worker of type b would have
less incentives to search for the job in which she is more productive if the tax rate in that sector is
higher. The same holds if the linear tax rate for a worker of type b, τb , increases.
The main policy implication is as follows. Without social policy, the political equilibrium is
to protect the old industry and transfer wealth to the workers with news skills through the public
good and personal income tax. Once social policy becomes available however, a more efficient
equilibrium exists in which the new industry is supported and older workers get monetary transfers
to compensate them. Commitment is however crucial for social policy to be possible. Without a
joint commitment to the implementation of industrial and social policy, the policy we describe
cannot be implemented. This implies that the timing and the institutional commitment are as
important to the success of an industrial policy as the content of the policy itself.

6

Industrial policy with monetary transfers among all players

Consider now a variant of the above setting, but in which the transfers can also be made between
workers and firms. We consider, as above, a head of the household offering a combination of
transfers and industrial policy, to be implemented by unanimity among both workers and firms.
The total surplus - including firms’ profit - is by assumption unambiguously higher with firms
active in both sectors than in sector A only, ασaA +(1−α)σbA < ασaA +(1−α)σbB as σbB > σ bA.
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Proposition 4 When unanimous transfers are possible between workers and firms, voters choose
an industrial policy that ensures firms are active in both sectors.
The formal proof is in Appendix. Here, any mB > m̃B can be part of the equilibrium. In the
example presented on Figures 1-4, transfers among workers are sufficient to ensure firms active
in both sectors, so the political equilibrium with transfer does not necessarily involve transfers
from firms to workers - as we have made no assumption on the preference of the head of the
household offering the political deal between workers and firms. However, as firms get higher
profits with firms active in both sectors than in sector A only, it is also possible that such transfers
arise, depending on the offer made by the head of the household - on which objective function we
haven’t made any assumption besides the willingness to reach Pareto improvements.
In the case where no agreement was possible with transfer among workers only (section 5)
however, the equilibrium now involves firms active in both sectors and a strictly positive transfer
from firms to workers (see Figures 6-9 in appendix). It is easy to see from the above results that
increasing the possibility of transfers increases the scope for a diverse production structure. When
no transfers are possible, the political equilibrium is constrained to maintaining the old sector only
unless the gain in wages is so high that transfers through the public good and taxes compensate the
losses of the median voter. With transfers among workers, as long as wages are higher, sectoral
diversity becomes an equilibrium. Transfers between firms and workers ensure the production
structure always displays firms active in both sectors.

7

Conclusion

This paper asks the following question: how much coordination between industrial, labor and
social policies is needed for the development of innovative sectors making the most of the skills
available? We start by making the point that an insufficient bargaining power may deter workers
from choosing the sector in which they are the most productive. In turn, firms may refrain from
offering jobs in innovative sectors if they don’t expect appropriate workers. This creates a vicious
circle: a low bargaining power for workers, instead of reducing the firms’ production costs in
innovative sectors, may end up reducing the supply of appropriately skilled workers. Closing
the loop, workers rationally anticipate fewer jobs in these sectors, which further reduces their
incentives to choose such sectors.
Failing to address this vicious circle produces secular stagnation similar to the one observed
in many OECD as well as developing economies. A look at the current policy debates on the
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need to modernize the economies in Belgium, France or Spain for instance shows that, rather than
considering the interactions between the three policies, policymakers tend to focus relatively more
on increasing wage flexibility as a complement to industrial policy rather than on the relevance
of the distribution of bargaining power and on the transitional costs. Our paper shows that, under
common democratic decision processes, this strategy is unlikely to work. Without an explicit management of the transition cost for workers and employers in the old sector, a majority of workers
with older skills will continue to protect the older industry, even it means losing the investments
in education of the younger generations and impeding the modernization of the economy.
Our model suggests that to produce political support, an efficient industrial policy must subsidize investment in the new sectors, and facilitate the mobility of workers towards these sectors
in a labor market in which they are guaranteed to share in the benefits from modernization. The
political support also demands an explicit commitment to internalize the transitional cost of the
economic transformation. This role should be assigned to a coordinated social policy. Unless this
social policy allows for transfers to older workers and support for new industries, democracy is
unlikely to deliver the most efficient policy mix.
While our theoretical case does not deal explicitly with the shrinking of the middle class or the
increasing gap between the returns to capital and labor and the resulting erosion of the labor share
in the national income in economies failing to modernize, these stylized facts are also consistent
with our results. Moreover, our discussion of the need to account for the relevance of the distribution of the bargaining power is also consistent with the renewal of the case for profit sharing, for
more cooperative production structures and for a restructuring of trade unions’ mandate to close
the gaps between insiders and outsiders. These solutions are also compatible with the much needed
debate on the need to figure out a way of managing upfront the possibly high social transitional
costs associated with economic transformation. Our results suggest that this debate is particularly
important at a time social policies have been downscaled to control deficits.6 Upscaling social
policies should be seen as a necessary complement to industrial policy rather than an impediment.
Our results have of course some limitations which deserve some conceptual follow up work.
They flow from an approach combining stylized models of the labor market, industrial policy and
the voting process. In the labor market, we abstract from frictions stemming from congestion in
job search and job posting. Adding this dimension to our model would allow us to specifically
model unemployment. We model industrial policy as support for a given sector, but consider
that the investment decision of a firm is a discrete choice between two sectors. A more realistic
6 See

for instance Vegh and Vuletin (2014).
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model would allow for vertical differentiation of the investment. Such differentiation would add
an additional dimension of competition among firms, not only for workers but also for innovations.
Finally, as our game is static, so is the voting process we study. The old generation considers only
its current interest and does not foresee the possible impact of current policy on future outcomes,
as for instance pensions. Voters expecting a long retirement and not discounting the future too
much might have less vested interests than in our setting.
The policy relevance of our results also deserves some fine tuning since specific implementation details depend on the institutional characteristics of each country. To ensure that coordination
is effective and implementable to offset the slow growth and lasting labor market challenges is
clearly a local matter. But the paper suggests that, focusing on the interactions between the policies rather than considering them separately would be a step in the right direction under the most
common political and institutional contexts.
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Sector A, mA = 8

Sector B, mB = 4

s(mB ) =
s(mA ) =

tD
8

waA = σaA − λ s(mA )
wbA = σbA − λ s(mA )

wbB = σbB − λ s(mB )

Figure 6: A Salop location model with linear transportation cost t and circumference D, λ =

1−β
β .

Appendix A: micro-foundation of the s function
Perhaps the simplest form of such differentiation would correspond to firms located symmetrically
on a Salop circle of circumference D, with travel cost s. With linear transportation costs t > 0, our
function would then be s(mχ ) = tD/mχ with s0 = −tD/m2χ and s00 = 2tD/m3χ . Alternatively, one
could consider that a worker browses firm sequentially and randomly (in the spirit of Wolinsky,
1986 and Anderson and Renault, 1999), and finds a firm active in sector χ with probability mχ /M.
Hence, with a linear search cost of s the expected total search cost of finding a firm in sector χ is
given by s(mχ ) =
s
γ

=

sM
mχ .),

sM
mχ

i
(Denote by γi = mχ /M, the expected search cost is s(γ) = s ∑∞
i=0 (1 − γi ) =

with s0 = −sM/m2χ and s00 = 2sM/m3χ . What we need for our results to hold is the

following: it is less costly for a worker to join another firm in sector χ if there are more firms in
sector χ.
We provide on Figure 6 an example with firms symmetrically located on a Salop circle, with
mA = 8 firms in sector A and mB = 4 in sector B. The choice of a worker of type b is to trade off a
higher match value in sector B with a higher market power in sector A.

Appendix B: formal proofs
Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. A worker of type b is active in sector B if and only if wbB > wbA , corresponding to the
condition in the proposition. In terms of relative bargaining power, this condition rewrites λ <
σbB −σbA
s(mB )−s(mA )

= λ s (mB ), as mA = M − mB .
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Proof of Lemma 2.
Proof. If δ = b, the number of firms active in sector A is equal to mA (δ = B), with mB = M − mA
solving
α
mA (δ = B) s(mB (δ = B))
=
.
1−α
mB (δ = B) s(mA (δ = B))

(12)

As s0 < 0 and s00 > 0, mA (δ = B) ∈ [M/2, αM].

Proof of Proposition 1
Proof. As all firms have the same expected profit, at equilibrium.
π ∗ (δ = B) = λ

s(M)
αs(mA (δ = B)) + (1 − α)s(mB (δ = B))
>λ
= π ns .
M
M

(13)

Hence, if for mA (δ = B), mB (δ = B) workers go to their best sector, it is the equilibrium of the
game. Using lemma 1, this condition rewrites λ <

σbB −σbA
s(mB (δ =B))−s(mA (δ =B))

= λ s (mB (δ = B)).

Proof of Lemma 3
Proof. The minimum number of firms in sector m̃B follows directly from rewriting the condition
in lemma 5 as s(m̃B ) − s(M − m̃B ) =
−m̃B ˜
˜
f˜A = M−
m̃N f B , f b solves

σbB −σbA
.
λ

Replacing by m̃B in (6) and adding the constraint

α m̃B s(M − m̃B ) − (1 − α)(M − m̃B )s(m̃B )
f˜B = λ
.
M − 2m̃B

(14)

From (7), we see that f˜B > 0 if and only if λ > λ s .

Proof of Lemma 4
Proof. A majority of voters α is of type a, with identical preferences. As we assume sincere
voting, a voter of type a chooses policy ψ over policy ψ 0 if and only if u(ψ) > u(ψ 0 ). As the
objective of parties is purely to be elected, by standard median voter arguments, both choose an
identical platform ψ ∗ that maximizes the utility of a voter of type a, and both parties are elected
with equal probability 1/2. Else, there would always be a platform ψ 0 with u(ψ 0 ) > u(ψ∗) such
that the party offering ψ 0 wins with probability 1.
To determine ψ ∗ , one needs to compare the local optimum of two subgames. The first one is
mB = 0 and corresponds to the equilibrium with firms active in sector A only and taxe rate τ ∗ (0).
The second corresponds to mB > m̃B and corresponds to the equilibrium with firms active in both
sectors and a tax function τ ∗ (mB ). The local maximum is thus the value of mB ∈ {m̃B , M/2) that
maximizes ua . We denote this value by m̄B . The political equilibrium of the game is thus the
maximum of the two subgames.
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Proof of Proposition 2
Proof. First, we want to show that aggregate wages higher with two active sectors than with sector
A only is a necessary condition for the median voter to choose an industrial policy that ensures
firms are active in both sectors. This means that there must exist at least one value of mB ≥ m̃B
such that
(1 − α)(σbB − σbA ) > λ (αs(M − mB ) + (1 − α)s(mB )) − s(M)).

(15)

By assumption, s(mA ) > s(M), for all mA < M. Define by waA (δ = B) the wage of a worker
of type a with firms active in both sectors and waA (δ = A) without it. Fir any industrial and
tax policy, if the market equilibrium is such that there is no sectoral diversity, it is always true
that waA (δ = B) < waA (δ = A). If there is no value of mB ≥ m̃B that satisfies (15), it means
that αwaA (δ = B) + (1 − α)wbB (δ = B) < αwaA (δ = A) + (1 − α)wbA (δ = A). Thus, for all τ,
ua (δ = B) < ua (δ = A): as the median voter is of type a, she always chooses a value of fB < f˜B
to ensure no firm enters this sector.
Second, assume there exists values of mB ≥ m̃B that satisfies (15). Define the set of such values
by µb . The equilibrium policy is the one that maximizes the surplus of the median voter. We first
rewrite the optimal taxation in terms of mB only, for values of mB ∈ µB so that firms are active in
both sectors
σaA − λ s(M − mB )
)
α(σaA − λ s(M − mB )) + (1 − α)(σbB − λ s(mB ))
1
α(σaA − λ s(M − mB )) + (1 − α)(σaA − λ s(mB ))

τd∗ (mB ) = v0−1 (

.

(16)

√
In the examples we use through the figures, with v(G) = g G,
τd∗ (mB )


g2 (M − mB ) M(mB (σaA + σbB ) − λ s) − m2B (σaA + σbB )
=
.
4mB (σaA (mB − M) + λ s)2

(17)

The equilibrium policy conditional on mB ∈ µB solves
m̄B,d = arg max (1 − τ ∗ (mB ))(σaA − s(M − mB )) + v(τ ∗ (α(σaA − s(M − mB )) + (1 − α)(σbB − s(mB ))).
mB ∈µb

(18)
In the case with firms active in sector A only, the equilibrium tax is given by
∗
τnd
= v0−1 (

σaA − λ s(M)
1
)
.
ασaA + (1 − α)σbA − λ s(M) ασaA + (1 − α)σbA − λ s(M)

(19)

∗ and τ ∗ is not clear. As wd < wnd and αwd +(1−α)wd > αwnd +(1−
The relationship between τnd
a
a
a
a
d
b
d
nd
α)wnd
b , it is clear that G > G (lower marginal cost of taxation and higher marginal revenue), but

not clear that τ nd < τ d (depends on the slope of v). Whether a worker of type a prefers firms to be
active in two sectors therefore boils down to whether she values the public good sufficiently, and
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whether the gains from the higher revenues of the second groups are thus sufficiently high, this is
whether
∗
d
d
d
v(Gnd ) + (1 − τnd
)wnd
a > v(G ) + (1 − τ )wa .

(20)

For instance, if v(G) = 0, the majority voters never want to have two active sectors. We want now
to prove that in the special cases of linear transportation costs or linear random search costs the
political equilibrium always yields mb , mB (δ = B). To see this, consider the most extreme case, in
which workers care only about the public good, corresponding to the maximum share of firms in
sector B a worker of type a is willing to have. This could for instance be a function v(G) = gη(g)
with η(g) increasing and g → ∞. In this case, τ ∗ (.) → 1, so that the worker of type b votes for the
policy that maximizes aggregate wages. In the special cases of linear transportation costs or linear
random search costs, this maximization problem can be rewritten when there is sectoral diversity
as
maxmB α(σaA −

sM
sM
) + (1 − α)(σbB −
),
M − mB
mB

(21)

tD
in the linear sequential search, and maxmB α(σaA − M−m
) + (1 − α)(σbB − mtDB ), on a Salop circle,
B

which both have an identical solution:
1−α
α
=
.
2
(M − mB )
m2B

(22)

In the special cases of linear transportation costs or linear random search costs, the equilibrium
number of sector B when there is sectoral diversity can be rewritten as
α
λ sM
1 − α λ sM
=
,
M − mB M − mB
mB mB
in the linear sequential search, and

α
λtD
M−mB M−mB

(23)

λtD
= 1−α
mB mB , on a Salop circle, which both are equiv-

alent to:
α
1−α
=
.
(M − mB )2
m2B

(24)

As this is the most extreme case - the median voter only cares about the aggregate wages, there is
no political equilibrium such that m̄B > m∗B .

Proof of Proposition 3
Proof. As monetary transfers among workers are possible, and as utility is quasi-linear in money,
the only Pareto-efficient equilibrium is the one that maximizes aggregate utility. As there is a
unique equilibrium linear tax τ and sectoral diversity for each industrial policy f , and as by lemma
3 any mB ≥ m̃B can be induced by an industrial policy, selecting an equilibrium aggregate utility
is equivalent to selecting a mB ∈ {0, [m̃B , M/2]}. Denote by mcB the number of firms in sector B
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maximizing aggregate utility conditional on workers searching, mcB = arg maxmB ≥m̃B αua (mB ) +
(1 − α)uB (mB ). By definition, if the equilibrium share of firms in sector B found in Section 4 is
such that that firms are active in two sectors, mcB yields strictly higher aggregate worker utility.
Hence, there exists transfers such that a policy f that yields mcB can be unanimously accepted, and
such a policy exists by lemma 3. The same applies if the equilibrium share of firms in sector B
found in Section 4 is such that that firms are active in sector A only. Hence, mcB is the equilibrium
number of firms in sector B is aggregate worker utility is higher with mcB than with mB = 0.

Proof of Proposition 4
Proof. As monetary transfers among all players are possible, as utility is quasi-linear in money
and firms maximize profit, the aggregate surplus is always maximized in the presence of two active
sectors. For the same reasons as in Proposition 3, a diverse equilibrium can always be reached.
Because all types of transfers are possible, any mB ∈ [m̃B , M/2] is an equilibrium.

Appendix C: Pareto-improving increases in workers’ bargaining power
In the following, we identify conditions for an increase in workers’ relative bargaining power to
benefit all types of players. We provide a condition (see Proposition 5) for such an increase to be
Pareto improving.

Firms
We have shown in Section 2.3 that employers always prefer, for a given bargaining power, workers
to to be active in both sectors. This is because it gives them higher market power: the expected
profit of a firm in a non-diverse economy (mA = M) is equal to πδ =A = λ s(M)
M , while the exB (δ =B))
pected profit in a diverse economy is πδ =B = λ αs(mA (δ =B))+(1−α)s(m
with s(mB (δ = B)) >
M

s(mA (δ = B)) > s(M), as from Lemma 2 a strict majority of the employers are active in the old
sector A in a diverse economy.
We illustrate equilibrium firms’ profit in figure 12. While the expected profit in a given equilibrium is increasing in firms’ (relative) bargaining power λ , there is a discontinuity at λ s . Hence,
for all λ > λ s , firms are better off with a smaller bargaining power λ 0 if there exists a λ 0 < λ s such
that
πδ∗=B (λ 0 ) > πδ∗=A (λ )
λ0 > λ

s(M)
= λ f (λ ).
αs(mA (δ = B)) + (1 − α)s(mB (δ = B))

(25)

The function λ f (λ ) therefore gives the maximum “sacrifice” of relative bargaining power a firm
is willing to make - compared to a reference point λ - in exchange for higher sectoral diversity.
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Political equilibrium, λ = .4, M = 15, s = 60, σ√aA = σbB = 10, σaB = 8, σbA = 6, α = .75,
v(G) = 2 G.
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Figure 11: Share of the firms active in Sector B
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Figure 12: Expected firm profit
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Figure 13: Expected wage of a worker of type a
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Figure 14: Expected wage of a worker of type b

Equilibrium outcomes, for M = 15, s = 60, σaA = σbB = 10, σaB = σbA = 8, α = .75.
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Workers of type a
For a given λ , a worker of the majority type loses from higher sectoral diversity. The reason
is that such a worker gets the same match productivity with and without sectoral diversity, but
the distance to the next closest firm becomes higher. More sectoral diversity for a worker of the
majority type simply means a lower wage for the same job, as the market structure is now more
diverse. We illustrate the equilibrium wage of workers of type a on Figure 13. There also is a
discontinuity at λ s , but this time corresponding to a discrete loss of wage due to the higher market
power of firms.
Hence, for all λ > λ s , workers of the majority type a are better off with a diverse production
and a higher relative bargaining power λ 0 < λ s only if this increase in workers’ bargaining power
is sufficient to compensate for the lower outside option, this is
λ0 < λ

s(M)
= λ a (λ ).
= B))

s(m∗A (δ

(26)

The function λ a (λ ) < λ is thus the maximum relative bargaining power - compared to a
reference point λ - a worker of the majority type b is willing to accept to give to firms to be
compensated for the loss of market power due to higher sectoral diversity.

Workers of type b
Finally, the wage of workers of the minority type b is represented on figure 14. The discontinuity
at λ s is different from workers of type a as the change in equilibrium corresponds to switching to
more productive activities. However, at λ s , the wages of the minority type also discretely decrease,
as what determines the existence of a diverse equilibrium is whether minority workers choose their
best sector given that there are two active sectors. Hence, they compare a wage that is lower than
their productivity by an amount of λ s(mB (δ = B)) in sector B to λ s(mA (δ = B)) in sector A, albeit
with a lower productivity. Whether the wage of a worker of type b in a firm active in sector B when
there are two active sectors - σbB −λ s(mB (δ = B)) - is higher than the wage of this worker in sector
A when there are two active sectors, σbA − λ s(mA (δ = B)) depends on the relative importance of
the match value and of the market power. If firms are active in the two sectors, we cannot observe
the counter factual of workers of type b moving to sector A without sectoral diversity, and receive a
wage lower than their productivity by an amount of λ s(M) < λ s(mA (δ = B)) only. Hence revealed
preferences are not sufficient to conclude that workers of type b prefer two active sectors.
Workers of type b are thus better off with a relative bargaining power of firms λ 0 and a diverse
production structure than without sectoral diversity and with a relative bargaining power of firms
equal to λ if
λ0 <

σbB − σbA
s(M)
+λ
= λ b (λ ).
s(mB (δ = B))
s(mB (δ = B))

(27)

The following lemma shows that this condition is however never binding when considering Pareto
optimality.
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Lemma 5 If a relative bargaining power λ 0 < λ s corresponds to a diverse economic structure,
then if it makes workers of the majority type a better off than a given bargaining power corresponding to a non-diverse economy, it also makes workers of the minority type b better off,
λ b (λ ) > λ a (λ ).
Proof. Simple arithmetic shows that λ b (λ ) > λ a (λ ) is equivalent to λ 0 <

σbB −σbA
s(mB (δ =B))−s(mA (δ =B))

=

λ s.
The above lemma means that if workers of the majority type are made better off with two
active sectors, so are workers of the minority type. It does not mean however that workers of type
b always prefer two active sectors. It can be the case that the gain in market power for the firms
outweighs the gain in productivity, but that once mB (δ = B) firms are active in sector B, workers
of type b prefer this sector (while they would have preferred all the firms to be active in sector A).
However, if workers of the majority type a prefer two active sectors, so do the ones of the minority
type b.

Higher bargaining power for workers can be Pareto improving
Given that the total surplus is higher with than without sectoral diversity, it is natural to think that a
social planner able to choose the respective bargaining powers could make everyone better off. As
firms are unambiguously better off with two active sectors, there is a trade-off for them between
their bargaining power and sectoral diversity. In particular, it is possible to improve everyone’s
surplus by increasing worker’s bargaining power if it is not initially too low.
Proposition 5 For any λ ∈ (λ s , λ̄ ), firms are active in sector A only. However, there exists a
λ 0 < λ s that is Pareto improving.
Proof. As γ ∈ (1/2, α), it follows that λ f (λ ) < λ a (λ ) for all λ . Hence, by lemma 5, any λ 0 ∈
(λ f (λ ), λ a (λ )) is Pareto improving. However, it still needs to be the case that such λ < λ s for
firms to be active in both sector in equilibrium. Such a λ 0 exists if λ f (λ ) < λ 0 , equivalent to
λ<

α s(mA (δ =B)) s
λ
γ∗
s(M)

= λ , with λ > λ s as γ < α.

The above result shows that increasing workers bargaining power can be Pareto improving if
the initial relative bargaining power of firms is below a threshold λ̄ . In theory, if λ were contractible, for all λ ∈ (λ s , λ̄ ), it would be possible to a social planner, modeled as the head of a
household in Bergstrom (1989), to offer a new bargaining power λ 0 < λ s to workers and firms,
and such a new bargaining power would be unanimously accepted. We illustrate this proposition
on figure 15: for all value of λ ∈ (λ s , λ̄ ) (on the X-axis) we provide the minimum value of λ < λ s
that firms are willing to accept λ f , below the maximum value that a worker of type a is willing to
accept λa . By lemma 5, if both workers of type a and firms are willing to accept a new bargaining
power, so do workers of type b. For values of λ > λ̄ , the initial bargaining power of firms is
too large for them to accept a deal that involves λ < λ s . For values of λ < λ 0 , sectoral diversity
is already the equilibrium, so that firms have nothing to gain from accepting a lower bargaining
power.
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Figure 15: Illustration of Proposition 5, for M = 15, s = 60, σaA = σbB = 10, σaB = σbA = 8,
α = .75.
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